
“Lots of companies are 

eager to jump on the 

Earth Day bandwagon. 

But consumers are 

skeptical. We want to 

see substantive changes 

in environmental practic-

es, not just greenwash 

ad campaigns.” 

- Jeff Gang, Coordinator,  

The Green Life 
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Executive Summary 

Green marketing isn't a new trend. Countless books, experts, and seminars 
agree: advertising a product as earth-friendly, or a company as a good eco-
citizen is a good way to stand out from the crowd. But with so much empha-
sis on marketing, it's tough for green-minded citizens to shop their values -- 
and that undermines the environmental movement. This year, on the day 
after Earth Day, The Green Life is releasing our annual "Don't Be Fooled" 
report to call out the worst green scams. 

 

Here, in alphabetical order, are the top 10 green scams from the past year: 

Amazon: Despite FTC action ordering them to stop, Amazon continued 
selling rayon sheets labeled as “100% bamboo.” 

Apple advertises the new Retina Macbook Pro laptop as “the world’s green-
est,” but experts say it’s the “least repairable, least recyclable” computer in a 
decade. 

Audubon International: certifier of golf courses under dubious stand-
ards, using the well-known name and bird logo, despite no affiliation with the 
Audubon Society 

Canadian Tar Sands: the Canadian government spent millions to run 
ads calling tar sands oil extraction “responsible,” while undermining environ-
mental protections. 

Kashi: Their cereal stretches the meaning of “ all natural”  with genet-
ically-engineered ingredients. 

McDonald’s & Marine Stewardship Council: a partnership to sell 
“sustainable” fish sandwiches, despite a murky record for protecting fish and 
wildlife 

Organix: A hair-care brand. Most of their products aren’t organic. 

Sherwin-Williams: their Dutch Boy Refresh paint claimed to be “ zero-
VOC” – but most colors actually contained dangerous VOCs. 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative: an industry-dominated group that green-
washes paper and wood 

Two Sides: A paper industry group that pressures banks and utilities 
to stop offering paperless billing 
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